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ABSTRACT 
We study the properties of matrices of the form P( a)A where (I is induced by an 
automorphism of an abelian group G and A is a group matrix. P(o)A is a generaliza- 
tion of a retrocirculant. We also determine the eigenvalues of P( o)A. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let T be an integer. An r-circulant is an n X n matrix C- [cii] where 
cii =c~_~~, O<i, j<n, and the subscripts are taken modulo n. If r--l, then C 
is a circulant. In [ 11, Ablow and Brenner studied the properties of r-circulants 
and determined the eigenvalues of an r-circulant. It is well known that a 
circulant is diagonalized by a unitary matrix M- [n-‘/2di]o<i,i_,n, where w 
is a primitive nth root of unity. In [3], Chao determined all the permutation 
matrices which commute with M, and he also determined the eigenvalues of 
a retrocirculant, which he defined to be the product of a permutation matrix 
which commutes with M and a circulant. In a recent paper [4], Smith 
continued to study the Moore-Penrose inverse of a retrocirculant. Smith also 
proved that a retrocirculant is unitarily similar to a particular diagonal block 
matrix. Recently, we extended most results on r-circulants to r-group matrices 
for an abelian group, which were called generalized r-circulants in [5]. 
Among other things, we showed that there is a unitary matrix Q such that all 
group matrices are diagonalized by 9. This result was also obtained by 
Chalkley [2]. We also showed that an r-group matrix is equal to the product 
of a permutation matrix P and a group matrix. In a subsequent paper [6], we 
showed that Ps2 = OP - ’ and, using this property, that an r-group matrix is 
unitarily similar to a particular diagonal block matrix. This paper was 
motivated by the above cited papers. We will determine all the permutation 
matrices P such that 9-‘PQ is again a permutation matrix. We will show 
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that a matrix which is a product of such permutation matrix and a group 
matrix is unitarily similar to a particular diagonal block matrix. Finally, we 
will study admissible permutations. We will assume the familiarity with the 
elementary representation theory of finite groups. 
1. NOTATION AND GENERALITIES 
Let G=[ge=l,gi,..., g,_ i} be a finite abelian group of order n with its 
elements in a fixed order. Let Z, = (0, 1, . . . , n - 1) be the set of integers 
mod n. In this paper, we always let the indices start from 0. For a 
permutation u of Z,, let P(u)=[G~(‘)]~<~,~<~ be thepermutationmatrix of u, 
where S,i = 1 and 8; =0 if i# i. For a permutation u of Z,, we use 6 to 
denote the map of G defined by 6(gi)=g,(+ Let Aut(G) be the group of 
automorphisms of G. For convenience, we say 6 E Aut (G) if u is a permuta- 
tion of Z, and ti~Aut(G). We use Ap_iXi to denote diag(X,,..., Xr). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let u be a permutation of Z,. An n Xn matrix X= 
[ri/lO<i,f<n is said to be u-group matrix (for G) provided xii =xkl whenever 
gO;ct!,gi =go(i,gl. If u=identity, then X is a group matrix. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let u be a permutation of Z,. Then X is a u-group matrix 
if and only if X=P(u)A fma group matrix A. 
Proof. Let X=[xii] and A=[aii]. Then X=P(u)A implies that xii= 
aOciji, or equivalently, xa-l(iji =ai,i for O<i,i<n. 
Suppose that A is a group matrix and gO($gi =g,(,!,gl. Then a,(ij,i = 
aackj,l. This implies that xii =xkl and X is a u-group matrix. 
Conversely, suppose that X is a u-group matrix and giP’gi = gk ‘g,. This is 
equivalent to go;: -I(~)), gi =gO<L-l(kjjgl. This implies that xa-l(ij,i =xa-~(kjl. 
It follows that a ii = akl and A is a group matrix. n 
Since a group matrix is a circulant if G is cyclic, this result shows that the 
definition of a u-group matrix is a generalization of a retrocirculant. It is 
clear that the map of Z, defined by go(i) =gl is a permutation if (T, n)= 1. 
Hence the notion of u-group matrix is also a generalization of r-group matrix 
for (r, n) = 1 as defined in 161. 
For LEG, let n(h) be a permutation of Z, defined by gn(hj(ij =gih-‘. 
Let 23, = P( m( h)). It is easy to see that R, is a group matrix. In fact, h-R,, is 
the right regular representation, and if A is a group matrix with first row 
(a e ,..., a,_,), then A=2~~~ajRh,. We need the next result, from [5], to 
prove the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 1.3. An nXn matrix X is a group matrtx if and only if 
R,X=XR, for all hEG. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let hEG and uEAut(G). Then RhP(u)=P(u)R;(r,j. 
pToof’ go-r(h)(i) = t3(gn(h)(i)) = 6(gih-‘) = 6(gi)6(h)-’ = g,,,,u(h)-’ = 
gn(c$h))o(i)* This implies that ar( h) = sr( u( h))a. Now we compute 
R,P(u)=+(h))P(u)=P(u,r(h))=P(+(h))u) 
=P(u)P(u(u(h)))=P(u)R,(,). n 
Now we can prove 
THEOREM 1.5. Let uEAut (G). Then an nXn matrix X is a u-group 
matrix if and only if R,X=XR,-(,,) for all hEG. 
Proof. Let X be a u-group matrix. Then X = P( u)A for a group matrix A, 
and 
Conversely, suppose that RhX=XRiChj for all hEG. Let A=P(u)-‘X. 
Then RhA=RhP(u-l)A=P(u-‘)R,-~~h~X=P(u-l)XRh =AR,. It follows 
that A is a group matrix and X = P(u)A. We are done. n 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let 6, + E Aut (G). Let X be a u-group matrix and Y be 
a r-group matrix. Then: 
(i) XY is a (To)-group matrix. 
(ii) Zf X is nonsingular, then X - ’ is a u -‘-group matrix. 
(iii) X +, X*, and X’ are u -‘-group matrices. 
We remark that Corollary 1.6 does not hold for arbitrary permutations. 
We close this section with the following 
COROLLARY 1.7. The set of all nonsingular u-group matrices for uE 
Aut (G) is a group which is isomorphic to the semidirect product of the group 
of all nonsingular group matrices with Aut (G). 
We remark that the results of this section hold for matrices over integral 
domains. 
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2. EIGENVALUES AND CANONICAL FORMS 
In this section, we retain the notation of Sec. 1. From the representation 
theory of finite groups, there are exactly n inequivalent irreducible represen- 
tations of G, which are all l-dimensional. We denote those representations 
byx,=Lx,,..., x n _ 1. By permuting xi’s if necessary, we may assume that 
xi(gi)=xi(gi) for all i,j. Let ~=(l/~)[xi(gi)]oci,i<n. It is well known 
that Q is unitary. The most important property of a group matrix is the 
following: 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(i) If A is a group matrix with first row (a,,...,a,_l), then 
(ii) A is a group martix if and only if 52 -‘Aa is a diagonal matrix. 
We refer to [2] or [5] for a proof. 
The proof of the following is by straightforward computation using the 
fact that we assume xi(gj)=xi(g,). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let u, T be permutations of Z,. Then 
p(7)Q2= + [ Xf(f(gi))] ad 
n 
QP(U)-‘= + [ X,(i)(gi)]* 
n 
In the next theorem, we will determine permutations of Z, which almost 
commute with &. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T be a permutation of Z,. Then 52-‘P(r)G is also a 
permutation matrix if and only if ?EAut (G). 
Proof. First, suppose that ? E Aut (G). Then, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, 
x,(?(g)) is also a l-dimensional irreducible representation of G. Since 
{x a,..., x,_ i} is the complete set of all irreducible representations of G, 
there is a map u of Z, such that xj(?(g))=x,(i,(g) for all jEZ,. It is easy to 
see that u is a permutation of Z,. By Lemma 2.7, we have P(T)Q=QP(u)-‘. 
This implies that 52 -‘P(T)Q is also a permutation matrix. Conversely, sup- 
pose that G-‘P(T)Q -P(u)-’ for a permutation u of Z,. By Lemma 2.7 
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again, we have xi(i’(gi))=x,,~i~(gi) for all i, i. This is equivalent to xi(F(g)) 
=xOct,(g) for all gEG. Note that xi(g)=1 for all i implies that g=l. Let 
g, hEG. Then 
This implies that i( gh) = F( g)?( h) an d ? is an endomorphism of G. Next, we 
show Ker + is trivial. Let g E Ker +. Then 
for all i. This implies g= 1. We are done. n 
Next, we will show that there is quasidiagonalization for a r-group matrix 
when 7”EAut(G). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let r be a pennutution such that FE Aut (G). Then there 
is a pemutation a of 2, such that 9-‘P( r)fJ=P(a). Write 
u=(e(to),..., qt -l))(@,),..., e(t,-l))...(e(t,_,),...,e(t,-l)), 
whereO=t,<t,<*+* <tp =n, as a product of dis@int cycles including the 
triviul cycles. Let X be a r-group matrix with first TOW (a,,, . . . , a,_,). Then 
(ap(e)-l)-‘x(~p(e)-‘)= A M,, 
h=l 
where M,, =Qh( ~~=-*:~,~,,j,), pi =Z~~~aiX i(gj)p and Qh k a PernUbtim 
matixofordert,,-t,,_lofthefm 
0 
. 
Q/a= : 
0 
-1 
1 
. . 
0 
0 
. 
0 
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Proof. Note that for t,_ 1 4 i < t, - 1, 
O-M?(i)= 
( 
i+l if i#t,-1, 
t,_, if i-t,-1. 
It follows that P(~-‘o~)=~~_~Q~. 
Let A be a group matrix with first row (a,,...,~,_,). Then X=P(T)A. 
Now we compute 
[ OP(B)-‘]-lP(~)A[ GP(B)-‘] -P(8)&-‘P(+‘&?-‘AtiP(B 
n-l 
=p(e)p(u) ( ) ieo Pi P(e)-’ 
n-l 
=w -14 ibo hcl) ( 1 
= h&lMh. a 
As an application, we can find all eigenvalues of X and X + as well as 
eigenvectors corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues. 
COROLLARY 2.5. With the same assumptions as Theorem 2.3, kt sh = 
t, -t,_,, X, =(IT;l-~~ectr_,+i,)l/sh and wh =eenilsh for h-l,..., p. Then the 
complete system of eigenvalues of X (X’, respectively) is given by 
and if A,#O, then CZP(B)-‘vj;‘n) is an eigenvector of X as well as an 
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eigenuector of X + corresponding to the eigenvalue w~A, (( ukh,,) - ’ respec- 
tiuely), where 
tp=(O ,...) O,a,...a,_,,ha,...a,_, ,..., As-‘,0 ,..., 0)’ 
with A=okA,, ai =pgCth_,+i,, and s’s,,. 
Proof. Note that 
(QP(@)-‘)-‘X+(W(O)-‘)= d M; 
h-=1 
and 
M,,+= 
The statement about eigenvalues follows immediately from Theorem 2.4 
for X and the above observation for X + . By direct check, we see that if 
h#O, then (~,-..a,_,, Au,.*- a,_,,...,F’) is an eigenvector of M,, corre- 
sponding to X as well as an eigenvector of Mh+ corresponding to X- ‘. The 
rest is easy. n 
REMARK. Suppose that G is a direct product of cyclic subgroups P( of 
order n,, with generator e,. Let (q,n,)=l for i=l,...,s. Let cTEAut(G) be 
defined by G(ei) = ep, Then we can show as in [S] that P(a)0 =Q2P(a)-‘. It 
seems of interest to know if these are the only permutations with this 
property. If G is cyclic and is generated by e, then all 6 E Aut (G) are of the 
form u(e)=e’. It follows that P(a)S2=SD’(a) if and only if aEAut(G) and 
u2 = 1. This is Chao’s result [3]. 
3. ADMISSIBLE PERMUTATIONS 
In this section, we will use the results of Sets. 1 and 2 to study admissible 
permutations. We retain the notation of Sets. 1 and 2. The following 
definition is equivalent to the one defined by Chalkley [2]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A permutation u is said to be udmi.wibZe if u= r( h)a 
for h=G and GEAut(G), where n-(h) is defined in Sec. 1. 
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LEMMA 3.2. 
(i) The decomposition of an admissible permutation is unique. 
(ii) The product of admissible permutations is admissible. 
(iii) The inverse of an admissible permutation is admissible. 
Proof. (i): It suffices to show that ifr(h)=a for GEAut(G), LEG, then 
cr = identity and h = 1. But this follows from the following computation: 
h-l = gob-’ =g,+)(o) =g,(o, = go = 1. 
(ii) and (iii): It suffices to show that if &~Aut (G), hEG, then 
a?r(h)a-‘= r(&( h)). This has already proved in Lemma 1.4. n 
THEOREM 3.3. The set of all admissible permututions is a group which is 
isomurphic to the semidirect product of G with Aut(G). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, the set of all admissible permutations is a group. 
It follows also from Lemma 3.2 that the map r( h)a+( h, u) is well defined. It 
is routine to check that this map is an isomorphism. n 
The following proposition was first proved by Chalkley in [2]; it can also 
be proved using Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 1.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let u be an admissible permututiun. ‘Ihen A is a 
group matrix if and only ifP(o)A is a group matrix. 
Next, we will prove a converse to this proposition which will need the 
following lemma. This lemma was also proved in [2]. Here we provide a 
slightly easier proof. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let C be a nonringular matrix such that for each diagonal 
matrix D, CDC -’ is diagonal. Then there exists a permutation matrix Q such 
that QC is a diagonal matrix. 
Proof. Let D be a diagonal matrix matrix which has distinct entries on 
the diagonal. Since CDC - ’ and D have the same eigenvalues, CDC -’ and D 
have the same diagonal entries. Then there is a permutation matrix Q such 
that Q(CDC-‘)Q-‘= D. This implies QC commutes with D. This in turn 
implies that QC is a diagonal matrix, since D has distinct entries on the 
diagonal. n 
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THEOREM 3.6. Let CJ be a permutation such that P(a)AP(a) -’ is a group 
mutrix if and only if A is a group matrix. Then u is admissible. If a(O) = 0, 
then 8 EAut (G). 
Proof. Let St be as defined in Sec. 2. From the assumption and Theorem 
2.1, we have (~2-‘P(u)O)D(SJ21P(u)-‘Q) is a diagonal matrix if and only 
if D is a diagonal matrix. By Lemma 3.5, we have a permutation r of 2, and 
a diagonal matrix E = [ @,I such that 
WP(u)Q=P(7)E, or P(u)Q=CZP(T)E. 
An straightforward computation shows that 
Xo(i)(gj)=Xi(g,-‘(j))‘j for ah i, i. 
Suppose u(O) =O. Note that xc(g) = 1 for all g. Set i=O in the above 
equation; we have immediately that ai = 1 for all i. This implies ti -‘P( u)Q is 
also a permutation matrix. By Theorem 2.3, ~5 E Aut (G). Next, if u(O) #O, 
then let h=gccoj. An easy computation shows that n( h)u(O) =0 and 
P(a(h)u)AP(r(h)u)- ’ is a group matrix if and only if A is a group matrix. 
Here we use the fact that P( n$ h)) is a group matrix. It follows that 7~( h)u = T 
for ? E Aut (G). This implies that u is admissible. n 
REMARK. Suppose u = a( h)T is admissible, h E G, + EAut (G); then X is a 
r-group matrix if and only if X is a u-group matrix. This is the reason why we 
did not prove a version of Theorem 2.4 for u-group matrices, u admissible. 
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